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diskussion &
debatt  

The debate and thinking on Irregular 
warfare and irregular threat environ-

ment has been established and dominated 
military doctrinal work and academic 
think ing in War Studies in the western 
world since about 2008. U.S General 
Petraeus’s launching of U.S FM 3-24 
Counterinsurgency in 2007 followed by 
the NATO draft on a COIN doctrine and 
the ongoing multinational experiments 
(MNE) focus on “Irregular warfare” has 
set the ground for new thinking on “Small 
Wars” to an extent never possible or obvi-
ously not wanted before in modern times. 
As it is still a controversial subject both 
in traditional military and political circles 
since the Vietnam era, attitudes in many 
countries differ. Not surprisingly, using 
armed forces with the main goal of win-
ning people’s minds and support, and not 
primarily and doctrinally destroying an op-
ponent’s military forces and thus “winning 
the battle”, leads to questions and needs for 
deeper understanding and more perspec-
tives than what the subject of war studies 
has delivered since the Cold War.

Perspectives on War Studies  
and Irregular Warfare 

By Michael Gustafson

At the same time, the need for ongoing 
knowledge and understanding of con-
ventional warfighting perspectives is still 
commonly assumed to stand as long as 
states produce and develop conventional 
military structures and capabilities. The 
Russian joint operations against Georgia 
last year, the new Russian military doc-
trine, rhetoric, exercises and rebuilding 
of a modern conventional armed force are 
answers to such a need according to most 
thinking in the West as regards military 
development.

The new needs for understanding more 
perspectives in the Art of War, both for 
concept development, doctrine writing, 
troop training and officer training and edu-
cation have some challenges to meet.

Not only do more theories, methods 
and process training take time, it is also 
necessary to have more of and a deeper 
knowledge and understanding of areas and 
perspectives of Operational Art, Tactics, 
Military Theory and Military Strategy than 
what probably present teachers, instructors 
and researchers at military colleges actu-
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diskussion &
debatt  ally have. This, in turn, is only possible 

if the right motivation, incentives and 
willingness exist for turning to “Small 
Warfare” understanding. That is, without 
a strategy for the transformation of War 
Studies, the need for more understanding 
of the irregular environment will face dif-
ficult times. This, in turn, might jeopardize 
development needs, both for comprehen-
sive approaches regarding what part of 
the “irregular struggle” that the military 
structure should handle, and, probably the 
most important issue, how to doctrinally 
operate in coalition missions.

The following article will debate some 
of these perspectives. It will present some 
questions and suggestions for meeting the 
challenge. One purpose is to bring out new 
possibilities for communicating the Art of 
War, and also of more capably address-
ing irregular aspects, multinationally and 
comprehensively understandable.

introduction
If War Studies is to be broadened, how is 
that possible and what difficulties can be 
identified? How is this done in other coun-
tries and what approaches to the involve-
ment of regular forces in irregular warfare 
exist in general and specifically in a coali-
tion perspective? What actions and what 
questions can be addressed and worked on 
and what theories and models and com-
munication language can form a start for 
a transformation of War Studies? 

The phenomenon of IW (Irregular War-
fare) and associated activities (as counterin-

surgency, guerilla warfare, unconventional 
warfare etc.) are far from new, as it still 
mostly consists of questions and, at best, 
generally uncertain attitudes on the sub-
ject. Both the opinions of controversial 
aspects reminiscent of “imperialism” and 
“colonialism” in beating down rebels and 
rebellions, as well as the combination with 
root-adapted western military ideals for 
fighting power to the rapid destruction of 
enemy forces and a limited willingness 
to educate in “small warfare” has formed 
today’s preconditions for “understanding” 
the irregular environment. However, more 
and more incentives are being outlined, 
more or less impossible to disregard. 
Obvious ly, the new NATO doctrine on the 
subject of COIN has to be related to for 
all nations who state that they will have 
interoperable military capabilities (which 
includes doctrinal views, staffs and units).

Contemporary challenges regarding 
military command and control in an ir-
regular threat environment, as a main 
problem area, can be studied from different 
perspectives. A main question could be: 
”What preconditions for successful C&C 
(Command and Control) in an irregular 
warfare context can be derived from previ-
ous research and the latest doctrinal work 
on the subject?“ A follow-up question can 
then be formulated as; “What demands 
and consequences can thus be important 
both for development, education, train-
ing, production and mission employment 
for modern military units, especially from 
a small-state perspective with limited 
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resources tasked to be capable both for 
warfighting operations and countering ir-
regular warfare over time?”

Two main perspectives to be addressed 
in particular are Operational Art and Com-
mand & Control activities.

the particular problem area and some 
main perspectives
This paper addresses some perspectives on 
complications and challenges within the 
areas of Operational Art and command, 
control and cooperation in modern Sta-
bilization and Reconstruction operations 
(S&R Ops). In order to make multinational 
communication and mutual understanding 
on the subject reasonably possible, NATO 
doctrinal language and views are used to 
a high degree. Also U.S DoD definitions 
and nomenclature are used when discuss-
ing more in-depth matters connected to 
“military irregular threat management”, 
due to a more limited nomenclature ap-
paratus within NATO.

A starting point here is NATO’s defini-
tion and explanation of Main Campaign 
Themes, where Peace Support and Coun-
terinsurgency Campaigns are in focus 
when addressing activities and challenges 
for Stabilization and Reconstruction opera-

tions in an operational environment pre-
dominantly consisting of irregular threats 
and adversaries.1

Stabilization operations are here under-
stood as one of the three components (of-
fensive, defensive and stabilization opera-
tions) in a Peace Support (PS) campaign or 
in a Counterinsurgency (COIN) campaign, 
which in turn is a subset of irregular war-
fare.2 StabOps are also the main military 
activity within Peace Support Operations. 
The philosophy of comprehensive ap-
proach is a baseline regarding all coalition 
activities within the operation.3

Regardless of the choice of definitions for 
“irregular warfare”, “counterinsurgency”, 
“irregular threats”, etc, it is the possible 
implications of that actual form of mission 
context that is the important scope. 

As an example of one Swedish compre-
hension of the challenging area of irregular 
threats/warfare and how to communicate a 
problem area without a common language 
and rather few theoretical models, the 5th 
edition of the Proceedings and Journal 
2008 of the Royal Swedish Academy of 
War Sciences can be used.4

As the Swedish focus is understood to be 
aiming primarily at “operational command 
and control within an irregular threat/war-

1  NATO AJP 3.4.4 Counterinsurgency (COIN) draft 13 Nov 2008. Chapt. 1 Introduction, sect. 0109 Pre-
dominant Campaign themes.

2 U.S. Army Field Manual FM 3-24 COIN. University of Chicago Press, Chicago 2007. p xxiii
3  NATO AJP 3.4.4. sect 0106 A comprehensive approach
4  Gustafson, Michael: ”Irregular Warfare” och ”Counterinsurgency”, The Royal Swedish Academy of War 

Sciences, Proceedings and Journal 5th ed 2008. http://www.kkrva.se
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fare context”, a theoretical base regarding 
Operational Art and Tactics in general is 
suggested in order to, among other things, 
reach a fruitful ground for discussion. A 
common understanding of the principles 
both for conventional warfare and irregular 
warfare is recommended for all concept 
development work. International (US, UK, 
NATO) definitions that are frequently used, 
regarding activities such as counterinsur-
gency (COIN), unconventional warfare, 
special operations warfare, etc., are sug-
gested to be worked through, thus being 
able to communicate the challenges. The 
Swedish National Defence College has 

previously had the experience of deliver-
ing perspectives on war studies to differ-
ent organizations not fully accustomed to 
aspects of operational art. The utility of the 
delivered work has then been limited. The 
danger of this is even more obvious when 
addressing “irregular environment and 
military actions within”. Some historical 
comprehensions on the area of “irregular 
warfare” are also highly recommended for 
gaining a perspective and understanding of 
different approaches.

 The graph in Figure 1 can be used as a 
guide for focusing the “problem” further 
and for reflexion.
  

5  Smith, Rupert: The Utility of Force, Penguin Books, London 2006, Chapter three, Conclusions p 371-405.
Regarding Planning see p 383-387
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background and discussion on 
the irregular threat operational 
environment and War studies
With an eye on a mission context consist-
ing of dominantly irregular threats for a 
coalition Stability Operation in general, 
the first question should be; “What param-
eters is this military problem linked to?” 
and “How are we to understand this prob-
lem”?

This classic question is of course rele-
vant, regardless of the predominant security 
and violence situation, but it is probably of 
even more vital importance for a coalition 
force commander to address in the above 
situation with participating units, soldiers 
and officers adhering to rather different 
doctrinal views and traditions for acting 
in war other than conventional warfare 
missions. From a small state like Sweden, 
fostered for a long time with a conventional 
invasion warfare defense perspective, rather 
new challenges appear when just writing 
down the very word “irregular warfare” 
or “counterinsurgency”. The ability to un-
derstand “small wars perspectives” can be 
limited due to a lack of education and also 
of experiences, although the new generation 
of officers and soldiers to a large extent have 
some tactical experiences from Afghanistan 
and the Balkans.

Military operations are basically a state 
or a coalition instrument for armed security 
– either for defeating an armed opponent, 
preventing attacks from such opponents or 
for handling armed violence in other cases 
that are beyond the capacity of the police 

structures. When armed violence or the 
threat of such violence goes beyond single 
or small groups of individuals or has the po-
tentiality of threatening the state or people 
beyond the small arms level, the need for 
military capabilities is often required.

Violence within different kind of Sta-
bilization Operations can be addressed as 
different irregular threats with many char-
acteristics, reach and scope.

One categorization is NATO’s, where the 
following subsets are outlined under the 
label “irregular activities”; 

- Insurgency
- Terrorism
- Other irregular activities such as 

 criminality, disorder, piracy

The main differences can be understood 
as the military competence to handle in-
surgency (which is said to be understood 
to include armed actions or threat thereof) 
and sometimes terrorism (depending on 
the level of the violence used). Insurgency 
often has connections to criminal activi-
ties and sometimes involves terror as a 
weapon. 

Different primary causes for an insur-
gency could present different counterap-
proaches (if the insurgency, for example, 
has ideological or ethnic prime roots). 
Depending on the primary causes and what 
strategy (ways, means, ends) the insurgency 
(or terrorist activities) has been adapted to 
and has the real capacity to act within, dif-
ferent effects can appear depending on the 
adapted operational art made possible for 
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the forces and resources in a Stabilization 
Operation. 

In the literature and doctrinal works there 
are some aspects on the “irregular environ-
ment” that in different terms recur over 
time regardless of whether one studies Mao, 
Frank Kitson, the U.S Marine Corps Small 
War Manual from 1940 or the October 
08-draft of NATO AJP 3.4.4 COIN. Some 
of this common doctrinal thinking and ex-
periences, and thus rather common views 
on characteristics for the irregular threat 
environment can be outlined as follows; 

- A comprehensive approach is neces-
sary

- The civilian dimensions and the popula-
tion is imperative

- Command over all resources is not pos-
sible, thus cooperation is the key

- Unity of command over time is difficult, 
flexibility has to be found, “hand shake 
CON” is what to lean on when OPCON/
TACON is not relevant or possible

- People Protection comes well before 
Force Protection

- The goal or object to “win” is the 
People – not the military destruction 
of the opponent’s military resources. 
Thus, a mindset and true capabilities 
for understanding, planning and the 
execution of “trust and building” has to 
be established. From this base, suitable 
offensive and defensive operations exist, 
but not as the prime activities 

- The “people-focus” is different for some 
military structures that are primarily cre-

ated to win aggressive military combat 
operations 

- COIN requires a political will and all-
department approach

- COIN requires a Host Nation Govern-
ment that is functional

- The legitimacy for the supporting force 
is vital

Seeing the above factors as guidelines for 
the “work of understanding ”of the actual 
situation, the Clausewitz triangle of “state-
people-army”, might be used both for the 
side the coalition is to support and also 
regarding relations to the “irregulars” versus 
the coalition campaign . Three actors-trian-
gles with interrelationships will emerge if a 
however unlikely, single-source insurgency 
or “irregular actor” is at hand. Otherwise 
there will be more triangles to relate to.

As one of the commonly addressed vital 
areas to both initiate and continuously re-
evaluate is “which irregular factions have 
what aim, due to what primary causes and 
have what willpower, influence and scope 
of violence ?”.

The model of Ways-Ends-Means, is 
here also as useful as in other operational 
environment contexts.

A challenge is then to work on the above 
issues with commanders and staffs that 
might be less trained in thinking about ir-
regular warfare approaches and at the same 
time be able to cooperate “comprehen-
sively” with the civilian structure of the 
operations, civilian structures already in 
the area of operation and with the soon 
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emerging NGOs and other actors. The 
“internal military” challenge might lie in a 
force generation result with many partici-
pating units, not all trained and doctrinally 
used to irregular environment operations.

Perspectives on challenges for 
operational art 
Operational Art in an irregular environment 
is challenging. Not only when dealing with 
several hard-detected opponents fighting 
with different rules and values, the variation 
of “irregular warfare”-capabilities within 
one’s own force can probably differ a lot. 
Also, the status of the commanders’ and 
staff members’ knowledge, experience and 
suitability to guide, plan and execute op-
erations of a lower magnitude than major 
combat, might differ significantly. National 
caveats, possibly regarding participating 
in “COIN” operations, will have an influ-
ence. General Rupert Smith describes this 
situation from a commander perspective 
in the highly recommended The Utility 
of Force.5

Professor Milan Vego argues for the 
view that operational art is in many ways 
more difficult and demanding in irregular 
operations compared to conventional 
combat operations against regular military 
opponents.6 He states that

A counterinsurgency is inherently highly 
complex, resource intensive and a pro-
tracted effort”7

Professor Vego also states that 

A campaign in a high-intensity conflict 
consists of a series of major operations 
synchronized in terms of place and 
time. Because the different nature of the 
strategic objective, a counterinsurgency 
campaign consists in contrast of a series of 
major and minor tactical actions and only 
occasionally major operations.8 

This example of a perspective on the dif-
ference in Operational Art performance 
goes well with most western doctrinal 
descriptions of warfare preconditions in 
irregular environments. 

A view of the consequences of balancing 
military activities as offensive, defensive, 
stability and enabling action are to be 
found in the Belgian Operational Doctrine 
Publication “Contemporary Operations” 
from 2008, stressing the need for the 
commanders and staffs to understand and 
work on “a more sophisticated concept 
than branches and sequels“.9 This implies 
and also articulates the need for a deeper 
understanding of and training for different 
depths of Operational Art. Further, Profes-
sor Vego says:

6 Vego, Milan: Counterinsurgency Campaign Planning. Paper delivered to the SNDC 2008. 
7 Ibid, pp 5
8  Ibid, pp 5-6
9  Belgium, ACOT-ODP-DONTOPS-CCLA-001, Ed 001/Rev 000-17 May 08. Chapter 2, The Complex 

Operation Environment, pp 17
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Command and control for a counter- 
insurgency campaign is very compli-
cated because of the need to integrate 
one’s own and other friendly forces and 
ensure coordination and liaison with 
one’s government and IGOs/NGOs/PVO. 
Especially difficult problem is other agen-
cies involve and possible contractors; 
contractor management and control dif-
fers from the soldiers and army civilians. 
In multinational operations command, 
control, and support relations may not be 
well defined and therefore more open to 
various interpretations. 
   The operational commander’s character 
and personality traits are as critical to 
ultimate success in a counterinsurgency 
as they are in conventional high-intensity 
war. Operational commanders and plan-
ners should think operationally vice 
tactically. They should also have sound 
operational vision in contemplating the 
duration and individual phases of a coun-
terinsurgency campaign; otherwise, it is 
difficult to see how he can be ultimately 
successful. Among other things, the op-
erational commander must have the ability 
to properly sequence and synchronize all 
sources of power under his command“.10

Again, the qualities of leadership and 
understanding are underlined, which are 

also key factors highlighted directly in the 
US A/MC FM 3-2411 but only indirectly 
and not specifically addressed in the UK 
FM COIN.12 Differences in attitude and 
leadership ethos might differ significantly 
between different nations, thus being a fac-
tor to observe. Robert Cassidy’s Counter-
insurgency and the Global War on Terror13 
examines attitudes in the American, British 
and Russian military systems. 

As for both operational art and com-
mand-control-cooperation aspects, it is 
important that the staff is fully familiarized 
with preconditions and force utilization 
both for peace support and, more dif-
ficult, for COIN-campaign perspectives 
and thinking.

Often important competences are ad-
dressed for staff functions as regards 
understanding the threats and posssible 
actions of the opponent(s). Also, specifi-
cally important, are the Commanders’ and 
“J-heads’” understanding of operational 
art at a deeper level and that applies both 
for conventional warfighting and irregular 
warfare in different ways. As multina-
tional staff elements over time are more 
or less out of direct influence of the com-
mander, the focus might more easily be 
devoted to the support and building up of 
knowledge for the senior staff members. 

10  Op cit. footnote 6, pp 8
11  US A/MC FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, Chapter 7, Leadership and Ethics for Counterinsurgency, 2006
12  UK FM vol 10 COIN, 2007
13  Cassidy M. Robert: Counterinsurgency and The Global War on Terror, Military culture and Irregular 

warfare, Stanford Security Studies, Stanford University Press, Stanford, California 2008
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If they have a thorough understanding of 
reaches and limitations, including effects 
on the population regarding both conven-
tional and irregular warfare, possibilities 
and limitations of multifunctional (civil-
military) actions might result in more 
adapted operational designs.

This is an area for defence colleges, 
schools and training establishments in 
general, but also for mobile training/
knowledge teams and “senior advisors” 
with highly experienced representatives of 
national administration, military and po-
lice functions comprehending all aspects 
from political/strategic to tactical/local 
levels linked to long-term lines according 
to the actual country and region. 

With a more shared and deeper un-
derstanding of the Art of War and Ir-
regular Warfare in the staff and by the 
commander, probably the existing staff 
methods and procedures are as good as 
any. Only when procedures for more 
extensive cooperation with the civilian 
part of the coalition has been designed 
and accepted might the total amount of 
procedures and methods be addressed. On 
the other hand, with experienced chiefs 
of staff they will adapt and redesign the 
actual staff and their work according to 
what is needed and possible.

The full impact of an actual and always 
unique operational environment cannot 
be explained in advance other than in 

generic terms , at least not in such a way 
that usable checklists emerge. Instead, 
broad and deep education in War Stud-
ies introducing a knowledge of different 
perspectives and thinking of their reach 
and potentialities for at least the senior 
staff members is probably one area of 
high importance. Unfortunately this takes 
time, but not striving for this approach 
probably not only severely reduces the 
military operational need, but, which 
is probably even more serious, it might 
hamper the already complicated work 
of bringing forward effective multifunc-
tional operational effects as is outlined 
in the contemporary philosophy of a 
comprehensive approach.

Summing up some perspectives on the 
operational environment for a S&R op-
eration within a comprehensiveapproach 
peace support campaign, where actions 
do not escalate to a COIN campaign or 
within a COIN campaign and trying to 
de-escalate to PS-level, the below graph 
can be used as a communication tool.
 
some doctrinal views 
Some examples of contemporary doctri-
nal views on “the irregular operational 
environment” can be viewed as; 

The French approach14 incorporates 
classical and modern thinking of asym-
metric violence and western counterinsur-
gency thinking in one outline for all land 

14  France, Winning The Battle, Building Peace, Land Forces in Present and Future Conflicts, FT-01. Centre 
de Doctrine d’Emploi des Forces, Paris, January 2007
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warfare. A specific notation regarding 
insurgency and counterinsurgency, such 
as NATO COIN-draft 2008 addresses, 
is not included. The NATO draft for a 
new, COIN doctrine goes deeper in its 
descriptions than the latest US A/MC 
FM 3-24 COIN, which at present is in 
use in ISAF. 

The British version of Army Field 
Manual vol. 1 part 10 for COIN (which 
is currently understood to be under re-
view) goes well beyond the previously 
mentioned doctrines in explaining the 
character of insurgency and how to han-
dle the challenges also in the military 
staff work. In Norway the US FM 3-24 
is used at the Staff School. The Belgian 
Operational Doctrine Publication “Con-
temporary Operations – Principles and 
Implications” 2008, deals both with 

Peace Support and Counterinsurgency 
Campaigns and pedagogically outlines 
the differences and assumed important 
aspects that could all be more or less 
found in the other doctrines.

In a way, one can say that what is im-
portant in irregular operational environ-
ments is that a rather broad consensus is 
to be found in much of western doctrinal 
writing. A different emphasis and slightly 
different way of articulating the problems 
does, however, exist. 

A bottom line, commonly accepted 
and, although articulated differently, is 
the importance of “understanding the 
environment” and high demands for a 
most adaptive leadership – in turn resting 
on an almost “total” understanding of the 
political-military situation and goals.

A view of the content in the US, NATO 

Figure 2: The Irregular Threat Operational Environment
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and the UK doctrine/FM gives a hint of 
different approaches on how to structure 
the subject of COIN. 

examples of some key perspectives 
regarding Command, Control & 
Cooperation science, predominantly 
in “war-among-people”scenarios
Thus, knowing and understanding the pri-
mary causes of irregular violence and reach 
potentiality is of prime importance in order 
to assess different operational designs for 
the stabilization force. Also, understanding 
the status of one’s own troops, units and 
staffs for dealing with irregular threats is 
a second vital aspect. As a whole, know-
ing and understanding different warfare 
perspectives, with historical and doctrinal 
views, forms a necessary base for the com-
mander and the staff in order to tackle the 
actual “military problem” at hand. 

Next, when having an idea of an “ag-
gressor-picture” (actors-intentions-causes-
values-capacities-modus operandi) and 
the reach of one’s own forces, in order 
to support-promote the comprehensive 
(more or less in reality) coalition political 
decision and end state, the third factor has 
to be understood fully, namely the popu-
lation living in the midst of the violence 
versus a coalition’s stability operation, not 
seldom governed by a failing and weak 
administration.

As for a case where an insurgency ( with 
one or several rival actors) is taking place, 
the loyalty of the people for the supported 
government is the prime goal. If, however, 

the occurring violence cannot be linked to, 
or explained as an insurgency movement, 
some COIN doctrinal guidance is probably 
less relevant although much of it may be 
fully relevant. Also, if the primary cause of 
an insurgency is ethnic , there may be other 
forms of “best practice” operational design 
and logical lines of operations than what 
might have been the first choice accord-
ing to an insurgency based on ideological 
causes.

When discussing Command and Control 
(C2)-relationships and needs, the follow-
ing aspects and common principles for 
COIN can be used:

C2 needs have to be considered from 
both component (air, ground, maritime, 
Special Operations (SO), Psychological 
Operations (PO)) as well as a functional 
perspective (logistic (LOG), intelligence 
(INTEL) and Information Operations 
(INFO OPS)). Special attention has to be 
directed to capabilities for CIMIC at all 
levels, not only processes – but regard-
ing the understanding, experiences and 
knowledge of cooperation and liaison with 
civilian parties. 

The whole C2 structure has to be built on 
a suitable strategy for the actual situation 
and host country as regards the compre-
hensive approach. The principle of “unity 
of efforts and command” has, in particular, 
to be worked on with regard to the security 
function (police, law & order functions, 
gendarmerie and military units) in order 
to speed up the transition possibilities for 
the host administration. As for the mind-
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set and doctrinal approach to the overall 
“irregular threat situation”, conventional 
COIN approaches versus a more heavy 
unconventional approach should be ana-
lyzed as for indigenous resources and own 
training capacity and capability. 

The strategies for building up/sup-
porting the host administration and the 
legitimacy of it have to be addressed over 
the whole country. The three functions of 
administration, the military and the police, 
have to be under the command of a civil-
ian official with credible mandates. The 
police should have a lead in the unified 
intelligence work.

Regarding a military approach for “key 
person hunting” or for a focus on “ hearts 
and minds” , it is the latter that has to be the 
baseline. The balance between these two 
operational lines (offensive operations ver-
sus stabilization operations) and defensive 
operations for protecting the population is 
what the ongoing iteration between com-
prehensive operational design, planning 
and execution is all about.15

The road to understandable and ac-
tive sense-making in staff work could 
be demanding and probably needs more 
competences than a “normal” warfighting 
staff generally comprises. Also, the number 
of qualified liaison teams will probably be 
larger than “normal”.

A reasonable knowledge and under-
standing of assessing the status on the 

above three (at least) actor groups (host 
nation, aggressors and own force) de-
mands a staff structure with enough staff 
officers having the right competence. In 
reality this is seldom the case. This, in 
turn, influences the possibility and qual-
ity of the relationship analysis between 
the three areas. Thus, limitations on in-
terrelationship assessments will have a 
direct impact on operational (re-) design 
and tactical approaches. Also, this has an 
impact on the possibility to assess with 
whom the cooperation/liaison work is to 
be prioritized. 

This will have impact on the command 
& control possibilities in general and vice 
versa, i.e. the need for different capabilities 
of performing relevant command & control 
in an irregular environment.

The multitude of different relationship 
spheres that each have their own, and then 
mutually, interlinked interdependency 
dynamics will be demanding to handle 
for the staff. Figure 3 is supposed to call 
attention to some important areas and 
questions regarding thinking on irregular 
warfare operations.

There is, however, a warning against 
doing a systems analysis of this, and defi-
nitely with some sort of goal for a “whole-
picture” understanding. Only a very local 
trend assessment is recommended with a 
systems analysis coupled with creative 
and adaptive (learning) soldiering on the 

15  FM 3-24, Chapters 4 and 5.
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ground, mature leadership and pragmatic 
staff work using down-to-earth intelligence 
assessments. 

The approach of the Command & 
Control Science Department/MVI16 of 
the Swedish National Defence College as 
regards the study of command & control 
subjects related to military operations is us-
ing the DOODA-loop as a generic model. 
The model uses functions that have to work 
in order to reach “efficient C2”. The func-
tions are called “data-collection”, ”sense-
making” and “planning”. The role of the 
“sense-making” function is to convey an 
understanding of the mission in terms of 
what should be done in the actual situa-
tion in order to accomplish the campaign/

mission. The importance of this function 
(sense-making) is self-evident, but in re-
ality some difficulties can be found here. 
Differences in education, experience and 
performance between officers and units 
from different countries may even form 
a challenge as regards communicating 
the problem and defining where to start 
“making sense”.

Planning is then the function which leads 
to an understanding of what is to be done 
and addressing this in an order that can be 
outlined in many ways.

Even though the functions are the same 
in all C2, naturally the ways in which they 
are achieved vary according to the type 
of the campaign/operation/mission and 

16  Berndt Bremer, the department of MVI/LVA at the Swedish National Defence College.
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depending on what resources (and their 
doctrinal status and capabilities) that are 
at hand. Both an understanding of intel-
ligence reports (regarding the adversar-
ies) and the relevant information of the 
coalition forces (status, doctrinal approach, 
morale, and leadership, an understanding 
of tactics such as, for example, COIN ap-
proaches) are here important to examine 
and identify. The collective understand-
ing of the commander and the staff as to 
how to design the operation, in turn, lays 
the ground for possible Intel-work, which 
subsequently supports a further “under-
standing” of and effect on the operational 
design. This area of linking Intel and Ops 
work is particularly challenging.17

It is well known that actual command and 
control (staff work) in real life is far from 

being as well organized as the DOODA-
loop description might lead us to believe. 
The processes which carry the functions 
are often iterative and affect each other in a 
complicated pattern. This is also a fact due 
to the education, training, experience of 
staff personnel and of the “level of under-
standing ” of the challenges at hand .

With this in mind, the function descrip-
tion still offers a guidance for how the 
processes should be designed and evalu-
ated. It also forms a basis for how to un-
derstand what in fact is happening in what 
seems to be happening in “command & 
control”, which can be rather bewildering 
if one does not use a model as a “function 
description”.
 The most important differences between 
conventional warfare (major combat) 

17  Stewart, Carolyn, US COL (ret). ExploringKey Concepts for Succsessful Implementation of Intelligence 
Operations, Envisionint Inc. Final version, 20 Dec 2008. Stewart has a very deep experience in Intel work 
and her reflexions are highly recommended for anyone intrested in command&control development. 
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and irregular warfare, as the Department 
for Command & Control Science (LVA) 
outlines it, are; 
• Primarily (but not always) striving for 

other types of effects (hearts and minds 
instead of destruction of military capa-
bilities).

• Information is, at least equally, as im-
portant a weapon as kinetic weapons 

• Military operations are (almost always) 
in cooperation with other organizations 
(not saying that military work has to 
be wholly different, but more consid-
erations other than purely military ones 
have to be handled)

• The military has not always command 
over all resources and is only one of 
many functions (comprehensive ap-
proach). Sensemaking ( understanding 
what is to be done….and how) becomes 
a question/activity of negotiations be-
tween different parties/actors; C2 by 
cooperation).

• The demands on the sense-making 
function are different from those of 
traditional warfighting (major combat) 
operations. This is due to the irregular 
character of the problem and the fact 
that the operational environment in the 
first place is cultural and not physical.

• The operations are often more like police 
operations than major combat operations, 
with similar information and intelligence 
needs as police operations, which leads 
to more demands on capabilities for 

HUMINT as a part of the data collection 
function.

• The military part of the operation is 
conducted multinationally (often in a 
coalition). This presents problems due 
to different cultures of command and 
control (a problem that the C2 Science 
Department at the Swedish National 
Defence College is doing research on). 

A main problem with command and 
control in an operational environment 
with irregular threats, could be to create 
an efficient sense-making function. The 
work on Future Command Post 2014, a 
command post for ”war amongst the peo-
ple” is focused on this particular area. It 
will be a command post which makes the 
necessary negotiations possible and will 
permit the necessary information to be 
handled by staff members with the right 
education, training and personal suitability. 
Also, relevant reach-back possibilities are 
to be worked out.

An important task is to create a platform 
for research on C2 in this type of environ-
ment (irregular warfare) and to be able to 
train C2 without having to bring together 
a full staff every time. The Swedish Na-
tional Defence College has, together with 
Norwegian colleagues, developed a method 
for this with similarities of an experimental 
war game which is supposed to develop re-
search further and permit both development 
and training in a way that is practical and 
possible to implement for real-life needs. 
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key conclusions; Perspectives and 
some suggestions recommended for 
further actions for the transformation 
of War studies
The following perspectives are a synthesis 
of this paper that in general rest on com-
mon key principles that could be found 
in most western doctrines and literature 
regarding irregular threat environments. 
The suggestions are designed from a 
contemporary Swedish view and some 
possibilities that already exist, although 
some have not yet been explored. They are 
to be seen as examples of possible ways 
ahead and not finalized deeply elaborated 
suggestions.

- Existing descriptions of operational en-
vironments with mostly irregular threats 
is suggested to be used as outlined 
in AJP 3.4.4. The need for education 
and experience of the irregular factors 
within Operational Art stresses the need 
for common coalition communication. A 
challenge is to understand the already 
existing descriptions of the “irregular 
environment”. Coalition countries 
should emphasize education norms 
and culture for shared perspectives on 
irregular warfare, thus bringing forward 
a new generation of officers that can 
also better deal with the command and 
control demands of tomorrow.

- New depths in War Studies education, 
bringing up a deeper and wider pos-

sibility for understanding both dif-
ferent perspectives and thus different 
implications of military power versus 
support without direct power projection, 
might also foster better possibilities for 
complex command and control, even 
with today’s staff work processes and 
methods.

- A multinational (MNE) project for new 
education/courses, both for military and 
civilian participants might be a way to 
propose for linking the comprehensive 
approach philosophy to a more common 
understanding of the irregular mission 
environment.

- The role and importance of experienced 
Chiefs of Staff and Heads of J-branches 
are underlined, in particular when 
talking of coalition staffs suddenly 
employed with a broad span of very 
different understanding-potentiality 
of the problem and implications of it. 
Senior/former COS might be recruited 
to educate new generations.

- Already existing exercise platforms, 
such as VIKING and the Combined 
Joint Staff Exercise – CJSE – could 
also be used for experiments on the 
command-control challenges in an ir-
regular environment, forming expert 
teams that support and guide the work 
of less experienced staff members.

- A mentality and mindset within some 
Armed Forces around the world re-
garding recognizing COIN/IW has to 
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be worked on. Small wars-competence 
is equally important as Big wars-com-
petence. This aspect is fundamental 
for being able to recruit and educate 
tomorrow’s senior officers that have 
to handle these challenges in the next 
generation.

- A broad spectrum of key aspects and 
thinking on how to handle irregular 
threats, first protecting the people, has 
been available in “modern terms” since 
at least 1940. New challenges today are 
the multitude of actors on “both” sides, 
the globalized support and influence 
possibilities are almost “on-line”, the 

political sensitivity for keeping a coali-
tion together and the consequences of 
different doctrinal and traditional ap-
proaches for irregular warfare among 
the coalition partners (both military and 
civilian) around the world. Common 
doctrinal work and multilateral research 
and training is therefore suggested as 
vital areas for the near future

The author is a Captain of the Royal 
Swedish Navy and is currently serving at 
the Swedish National Defence College, 
Deparment of War Studies. 


